“Our quality early childhood program offers a win-win opportunity for program participants, their parents, and society as a whole. We are incredibly grateful to our staff, volunteers and donors whose support makes it all possible.”

-Judy Keefer, Board President

Dear Friends of Brooklyn Kindergarten Society,

As Brooklyn Kindergarten Society approaches its 125th anniversary year, we can look back proudly on the many thousands of lives we have changed positively over the course of our history. As we consider the coming years, we are hopeful that city and state political forces continue to focus on expanding the number of children in preschool programs but insist that quality remain the top priority.

Two major developments are beginning to take shape at BKS. We have received approval to open a new prekindergarten center in the Weeksville Gardens complex in Crown Heights, enabling us to expand our capacity for educating four-year olds by more than a third.

We have also begun moving forward with our family child care provider pilot. Designed to assist home-based providers to upgrade their early education programs through coaching and targeting financial support, this initiative will ultimately impact as many as a hundred additional young children in the next year. If it becomes as successful as we plan, this pilot could represent a new major direction for BKS programs.

Multiple studies dating back more than forty years have shown that huge differences in the course of children’s lives can be tracked to the quality of the programs they were in during the first five years of life. A high-quality program has been shown to double high school graduation rates, dramatically decrease teen pregnancies, reduce by half the number of children who are classified as “special needs,” and increase the likelihood of college graduation by nearly four to one.

Two-thirds of the children who arrive in our centers test below their age group norms and are at-risk, but by the time they head off to kindergarten, more than 90% of them are functioning at or above age group norms. These are the children who will do well in their school years and go on to live happy and productive lives. It’s why we do what we do.

One highlight of 2014 was the announcement that BKS was being awarded the Robin Hood Foundation Heroes award. We need to express our gratitude to the board of directors and all the employees, volunteers, foundations and individual donors who have supported the high-quality educational program at BKS for so many years. You should take great pride in this achievement and in BKS’ ongoing record of success.

Sincerely,

Judy Keefer  James Matison
Board President  Executive Director

MISSION
Brooklyn Kindergarten Society provides high-quality early childhood education and family support services for children from low-income communities, ensuring that children develop the social, emotional, physical and cognitive skills they need to succeed.

HISTORY
BKS was founded in 1891 with major funding from oil magnate Charles Pratt, and with leadership and support from one of the pioneer women’s clubs in the country, the Brooklyn Woman’s Club.

Over the next 122 years – through major wars, multiple recessions and depressions, a tripling of the borough’s population, and changing perceptions of the need for early childhood education – BKS remained steadfast in its mission.

Today BKS is thriving with five top-quality, nationally recognized preschools serving the communities of Bedford-Stuyvesant, Crown Heights and Brownsville – three of Brooklyn’s poorest neighborhoods. BKS is poised in the coming years to expand its capacity and expand its reach into the low-income neighborhoods in Brooklyn.

In November 2014 Brooklyn Kindergarten Society was named one of three 2014 Heroes by the Robin Hood Foundation. Robin Hood Board Member, civil rights activist and founder of the Children’s Defense Fund, Marian Wright Edelman, presented BKS with the award and a $50,000 check for their tireless work to improve the lives of many of Brooklyn’s most vulnerable children through its high-quality early education program.

BKS Executive Director James Matison, Marian Wright Edelman, and former BKS student Davida David.
BS served 377 children (ages 2 to 5) in 21 separate classrooms located in five preschools housed in New York City Housing projects. Almost all of our children come from families of the working poor — 90% earn less than $20,499 a year — and a growing concentration come from first generation immigrant parents. With poverty and a lack of English speaking proficiency at home, BKS toddlers and preschoolers face severe risks for low academic performance and school failure. BKS strives to stop the cycle of poverty where it does the most damage—in early childhood. The earliest years of life are the most critical in determining a child’s future. A growing body of research shows that childhood poverty can cause lasting changes in the brain unless quality intervention efforts begin early.

The BKS program has a profound and tangible effect on the at-risk children it serves. While two-thirds of children entering BKS centers exhibit signs of developmental and language delays, more than 90% complete the BKS program on par with their peers in literacy and math.

The BKS program is strategically designed to provide academic and social enrichment that are rooted in best practices and are the hallmarks of high-quality preschools everywhere. Professional teachers, developmentally appropriate curricula, strong parental involvement, and links to the public schools the children will later attend, are essential to making a true difference. In fact, longitudinal studies show that early childhood programs that combine high-quality childcare with a strong family support component continue to make a difference in the lives of participants 20 and 30 years later.
3. **Family stability is supported.** By itself, early education is not enough. To succeed children need the support of economically secure and physically and mentally healthy parents, which is why BKS has a family services team to provide support systems and make referrals to community resources. The BKS Family Services Team supports parents by developing trust and rapport with families and building and sustaining relationships with community resources to provide referrals based on the specific needs of the families in each center.

**Evidence of Success.** This year, BKS engaged 458 parents with one-on-one counseling and offered more than 120 workshops. Workshops conducted during this program year include: Achievement Gap, Child Development, Parenting Skills, Positive Discipline, Family Routines, Health Management (Child Safety/ Well Baby Care, Men’s Health, Women’s Health, Dental Health, Breast Cancer Awareness, HIV/AIDS Education and Reproductive Health) WIC, Literacy, Domestic Violence, Transitions, Mental Health, Reducing Screen time, Asthma. We have streamlined the role of nutrition and mental health consultants in our program, so that they are reviewing all family records as they relate to their functions, providing written reports, meeting with staff to give feedback and training, and meeting with families to make a plan of action.

4. **Families are proactive and engaged.** Family members are critical partners and fully involved in all aspects of the BKS program, including parent meetings, classroom participation, training sessions, parent-teacher conferences, weekly communication with other families, and informal gatherings. Special emphasis is placed on literacy to encourage parents to read with their children. BKS families obviously want their children to succeed. Therefore, BKS ensures that parents can take advantage of services and programs by providing them with information about opportunities and choices that are available for their children.

**Evidence of Success.** As part of the transition to kindergarten, BKS ensures that children have up-to-date knowledge of the opportunities for BKS graduates. Family services staff meet one-on-one with parents to ensure the children take advantage of the full range of educational options. This year BKS parents have been proactive and engaged in applying to charter and public schools well beyond their local elementary school which may not be the best fit for their child. By actively engaging in the charter school process parents are empowered to realize they have an important voice in their children’s education.

---

**THE BKS PROGRAM IS DRIVEN BY FOUR KEY PRINCIPLES:**

1. **Children are exposed to intellectually stimulating environments so they learn the skills they need to succeed.** BKS teachers understand how young children learn and develop. They see their role as facilitating the growth of each child in math, literacy, science and social and emotional development. BKS utilizes a research-based curriculum (the Creative Curriculum) with emphasis on language and literacy, using a multidisciplinary and individualized approach. Classrooms are well equipped with appropriate materials and supplies, making them inviting places for children to engage in active learning.

**Evidence of Success.** BKS is recognized as one of the top seven school readiness programs in New York City. We utilize the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS™) to assess the quality of teacher-child interactions and score high in all three domains: Emotional Support, Classroom Organization, and Instructional Support. BKS is pleased to report that our mean scores are far higher than averages in other large-scale studies of early childhood programs.

2. **Special emphasis is placed on accelerating children’s language, literacy and cognitive skills to allow BKS children to be on equal footing with children raised with more advantages.** One of the greatest tools we can give students for success, both in school and in life, is a large rich vocabulary. In fact, vocabulary size correlates positively with greater reading comprehension and general academic success.

**Evidence of Success.** 100% of BKS four-year olds meet or exceed age expectations in Literacy and 97% met or exceeded expectations in Math. Children in BKS programs have caught up and are on par, or better, than their peer groups as evidenced by the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.

3. **Family stability is supported.** By itself, early education is not enough. To succeed children need the support of economically secure and physically and mentally healthy parents, which is why BKS has a family services team to provide support systems and make referrals to community resources. The BKS Family Services Team supports parents by developing trust and rapport with families and building and sustaining relationships with community resources to provide referrals based on the specific needs of the families in each center.

**Evidence of Success.** This year, BKS engaged 458 parents with one-on-one counseling and offered more than 120 workshops. Workshops conducted during this program year include: Achievement Gap, Child Development, Parenting Skills, Positive Discipline, Family Routines, Health Management (Child Safety/ Well Baby Care, Men’s Health, Women’s Health, Dental Health, Breast Cancer Awareness, HIV/AIDS Education and Reproductive Health) WIC, Literacy, Domestic Violence, Transitions, Mental Health, Reducing Screen time, Asthma. We have streamlined the role of nutrition and mental health consultants in our program, so that they are reviewing all family records as they relate to their functions, providing written reports, meeting with staff to give feedback and training, and meeting with families to make a plan of action.

4. **Families are proactive and engaged.** Family members are critical partners and fully involved in all aspects of the BKS program, including parent meetings, classroom participation, training sessions, parent-teacher conferences, weekly communication with other families, and informal gatherings. Special emphasis is placed on literacy to encourage parents to read with their children. BKS families obviously want their children to succeed. Therefore, BKS ensures that parents can take advantage of services and programs by providing them with information about opportunities and choices that are available for their children.

**Evidence of Success.** As part of the transition to kindergarten, BKS ensures that children have up-to-date knowledge of the opportunities for BKS graduates. Family services staff meet one-on-one with parents to ensure the children take advantage of the full range of educational options. This year BKS parents have been proactive and engaged in applying to charter and public schools well beyond their local elementary school which may not be the best fit for their child. By actively engaging in the charter school process parents are empowered to realize they have an important voice in their children’s education.

When low-income parents have been involved in their children’s preschool program, students at age 19 are:

- **40% MORE likely to graduate from high school**
- **35% MORE likely to be employed**
- **55% LESS likely to be on welfare**
- **40% LESS likely to have been arrested**

**Sources:** The Abecedarian Project, High/Scope Perry Preschool Project & Chicago Parent-Child Centers
By the time black and Hispanic children reach kindergarten, they are on average already far behind their more advantaged peers in reading and math readiness. Such disparities in achievement persist or even increase during the school years. Educational programs for parents and preschool education programs for children have the potential to narrow these disparities by at least half.

—Ron Haskins (co-director of the Initiative on Children and Families at the Brookings Institution) and Cecilia Rouse (professor of economics and public affairs Princeton University); Heckman and Masterov, The Productivity Argument for Investing in Young Children, October 2004.

Case Study No. 1

“Kylie” had a very difficult time transitioning into the classroom. She was prone to tantrums, screaming, throwing objects, and putting just about everything she could into her mouth. We noticed that her mother seemed very frustrated and often lost her temper with Kylie. Since our main concern was Kylie, we began making adjustments for her in the room. We assigned a student teacher to “shadow” her during most of choice time to better support transitions and manage social situations. We started each morning talking about our feelings as a class, and encouraged Kylie to use more language to describe how she was feeling when she was upset. In the meantime, the teacher regularly reached out to Kylie’s mom highlighting her successes and giving suggestions for home. After an evaluation, Kylie began receiving services including a Special Education Itinerant Teacher and Occupational Therapy. Kylie began to thrive – she participated more in lessons and stories; she controlled her strong emotions in an age-appropriate way. Her mother thanked us many times and told us she saw similar changes at home.

Case Study No. 2

When 3 year old “Adam” first came into our class his favorite, and only, word was “NO” which he would scream while throwing himself on the floor. Adam was having difficulty following directions, was unable to express himself and had extreme difficulty with transitions. After a few short weeks, the teaching team met to strategize on how to help Adam. The Center Director, teacher and family worker met with Adam’s mother and discussed his tantrums and language delays. Adam’s mother agreed to have him evaluated. The teaching team worked with the mother on strategies for both home and in the classroom. We began giving him visual cues like the clock and arrows to help with understanding what was coming next. Adam began receiving services including both a Special Educational Itinerant Teacher and a speech therapist. Adam quickly started to develop language. Transitioning became smoother and his tantrums decreased. Adam is doing great!

**Names have been changed to protect privacy.

Root Cause – Strategic Impact Research declared BKS as one of the top seven school readiness programs in New York City, after examining more than 1,700 programs in the city.
YULETIDE BALL 2014

Since 1920, our annual ‘Yuletide Ball’ has been a symbol of the spirit of the holiday season, inspiring good cheer and doing good. Over the course of the past 94 years, the Ball has evolved as our beloved borough grows, in size and popularity while maintaining a community spirit. Our pre-Ball dinner parties, graciously hosted by the Yuletide Committee Members and Friends of Yuletide, continues to drive the success of the Ball by helping keep expenses down and maximizing the amount of money raised to support our programs.

Our sincerest thanks to co-chairs, Amerika Williamson and Amelia Wilson and the Yuletide Committee and Friends of Yuletide for a truly remarkable 94th Yuletide Ball. Yuletide 2014 was another banner year – record number of dinner parties, record attendance at the Casino and a record number of tickets sold. This year’s Ball was the most photographed thanks to one of our lead underwriters, One John St. Not only did One John St help underwrite the cost of the Ball through their sponsorship, but they also underwrote the cost of sending photographers to over 29 dinner parties to document the pre-Ball dinners. We are so grateful for the support of our lead sponsors – One John St., Sweet ‘n Low and TD Bank as well as many community businesses and organizations.

YULETIDE 2014

PREMIUM SPONSORS:
Douglas & London and Douglas Elliman, Dessert Sponsor

PREMIUM ADVERTISERS:
BASIS Independent Brooklyn, KIrkan Academy, Marissa Alperin Studio, MomTrends, Petticoat Lane Tribeca, Stibbling & Associates, Xend Bar

JOURNAL ADS:
Alchemy Properties, Flos Gardens, ProHealth Urgent Care, Sotheby's International Realty, WeWork, Dish Foods and Events, Blanc & Rouge, Brooklyn Women’s Exchange, City Chemist, Coleman Cleaners, dig, EyeDrop Optique, Park Slope Clock, Michael Towne Wines, Nightingale9, Remsen Street Dental, Smart Sign, Streamline Pilates, Tango, West Elm, Dabney Lee, Waterfront Wines

RAFFLE PRIZES:
Harry Shulman and Mary Haskins, The Hotel on Rivington, Loeffler Randall

DESSERTS:
Douglas Elliman

DECORATIONS: West Elm

FROZEN CUSTARD & HOT COCOA:
Shake Shack

FLOWERS: dig

PREFERRED RATE CHAMPAGNE:
Heights Chateau

Each year individuals and community partners contribute to BKS through in-kind goods and discounted services and by supporting our programs and special events as well as volunteering their time and talents. Without their generous support, BKS would have to spend its limited operating funds to cover many of these expenses. BKS is proud to recognize these generous donors and volunteers who have contributed time, materials, and services to help offset costs associated with running the Yuletide Ball and providing critical supports to our families. BKS wouldn’t be here without their support!

Yuletide Hosts 2014

Our deepest appreciation and thanks to the following Yuletide Committee Members and Friends of Yuletide for hosting a dinner before the Ball.

Marissa Alperin* & John Lowe
Eliza Alspo & Timothy Ronda
Denise Arbesu & Peter Meyer
Tracy Brown & Joseph Kusnick
Christine* & Donald Benson
Fran & Alan Bernstein
Cara & Bryan Bowers
Susie* & Kevin Brandmeyer
Jessica & Donald Brennan
Paula Tancock Burrell* & David Burrell
Heather & Peter Campbell
Emily* & Ted Carleton
Kate & Michael Crane
Mary Crowley & John DeNatale
Desiree* & Cory Davis
Jared Della Valie
Jennifer* & Steven Eisenstadt
Carolyn Ellis & Lake Wise
Kathy & Henry Eissener
Fiona* & Hugh Forward
Susan* & Scott Foushee
Elizabeth* & Chris Frank
Chelseah* & Zachary Free
Betsy & Larry Gile
Sabrina Glezier & Jonathan Keehner
Alessandra Gouldner* & Boyd Johnson
Anne Greenberger & Phil Silverman
Mary Haskins & Harry Shuluman
Mary Hermant & Bill Chalmness
Katie & John Hickey
Catherine* & Michael Hovey
Jenny Hourihan Baldwin & John Baldwin
Melinda* & Matthew Karp
Judy Keefler
Tanis & Tony Kleckner
Katie* & Michael Kuh
Lisa* & Harvey Lambert
Gloria Lanza-Bajo & Ted Bajo
Alison* & Joshua Lindland
Sarah & Michael London
Valerie* & Joseph Louzonis
Marci* & Stephen MacGuffie
Lindsay* & Emmett McCann
Marisa Mannelli* & Brad Mulder
Michele Mirman
Evelin Mosk & Michael Sherman
Andrea* & Steven Moffitt
Marji Molavi* & John Rizzi-Hamilton
Lauren* & James Moore
Michele & Kenneth Newman
Maartje Oldenburg & Rustom Khandelavala
Louise* & Lee Olive
One John Street
Alix & Felix Partow
AJ Pires
Diana & Jack Rainey
Yvonne Riley-Tepie
Sarah & Spencer Robertson
Jenny & Steven Robinson
Jill* & Todd Rose
Jennifer* & Matthew Roux
Amy* & Gregory Rowland
Vicky & Jay Schipper
Stuart Shapiro
Jeanne Silworth* & Tony Smith
Erin* & Patrick Soarac
Tara* & Matthew Sparks
Chris* & Andy Springer
Stephanie & Chris Taendler
Diana & Nelson Tebbe
TD Bank
Anne & Mark Townsend
Meredith Townsend & Charlie Horst
Laura Trevylian* & James Goldston
Lisa Vetro* & Perkins Burger
Dawn & Mark Werner
Barbara* & Timothy Wilding
Amerika* & Brad Williamson
Amelia* & James Wilson
Anne & Ted Wolf III

*Indicates member of the Yuletide Committee

Without their generous support, BKS would have to spend its limited operating funds to cover many of these expenses. BKS is proud to recognize these generous donors and volunteers who have contributed time, materials, and services to help offset costs associated with running the Yuletide Ball and providing critical supports to our families. BKS wouldn’t be here without their support!
GRANTS AND DONATIONS IN CALENDAR YEAR 2014
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MAUREEN REDDIFF COUSINS FUND

JANET AND DAVID OFFENSEND

Maurice Amado Foundation

One John St.

Winifred Johnson Clive Foundation

Plymouth Church of the Pilgrims

Altman Foundation

Marissa Alperin Studio

Aimee and Keats Aiken

Sarah & Michael London

Gwen Libstag

Mary Haskins & Harry Shulman

Denise Kohn and Adam Blank

Dino Veronese

Chris and Cherylyn Ahrens

Bill Yates

Sally Williams and Willis De La Cour, Jr.

Margaret and Daniel Klein

Wendy Bronfin and Brian Bloom

Dottie and Peter Brooke

Katherine Bronsnahan and Andrew Spade

Key Brown and Joe Kuskin

Christine Brown

Sheryl Bucholtz

Katie Buckels and Andrew Strauss

Paula Nick and Brett Burrell

Sara Burton and Michael Agger

Halley and Pete Byuhe

Margaret Campbell and John S. Gillespie

Heather and Peter Campbell

Silvia Campo and David Hermer

Kiera and Charlie Carames

Emily and Edward Carleton

Valerie and Lyman Casey

Neely and Tom Duff

Xander Bar

Bill Yates

Beth and Scott Zucker

$500+

Sonia and Christopher Bain

Alexa and Brendan Eccles

Karen and Atos Edelman

Sue and Peter Erdely

Sue Li and Hsing Hui

Alexes Hazen and David Boyum

Mary Hermant and Bill Chammess

Karen Heyman

Haywood

Katie and John Hickey

Allison Hill and John Pettit

Rachel Hines and Michael Cembali

Lisa Holliday and James Forrester

Lisa Luhrs and John Keeny

Shari Hyman and Daniel Horwitz

Allison Joffin and Seth Unner

Nanna and Ian Jackson

Nora Jordan and Allen Reiser

Norm and Jacque Jones

Shari Hyman and Daniel Horwitz

Lara Holliday and James Forrester

Lisa Luhrs and John Keeny

Shari Hyman and Daniel Horwitz

Allison Joffin and Seth Unner

Nanna and Ian Jackson

Nora Jordan and Allen Reiser

Martin and Edward Joyce

Jo-An and Bob Keith

Susan Kath and Steven Schindler

Emily Kaufl and Michael Cokry

Kathina and Matthew Kearney

Darren and Rachel Kelleher

Susan and John Napolitano

Denise and Rachel Kelleher

Susan Naftali and John Dafoudis

Sarah and Michael Killebrew
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In economic terms, high-quality preschool has returned up to $17 on every $1 invested.

—Perry Preschool Longitudinal Study
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